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Summary
Modern parallel distributed string matching algorithms are always based on networked computation model. Those algorithms depend on the cost optimal design and the theoretical speed. The motive of current research challenges and identified the new directions i.e distributed environment where in which the given text file is divided into subparts and distributed to P1 to PN no. of processors organized in parallel environment called as hypercube network. Based on the distributed memory machine string matching algorithms proposed by CHEN and BI-Kun, a optimal algorithm for matching string patterns in large text databases over parallel distributed hypercube networked architecture is proposed in this paper. And also an improved parallel string matching algorithm based on a variant Boyer-Moore algorithm is presented. We implement our hype and integrated algorithms on the above architecture and the experiments are proven that it is truly practical and efficient on parallel distributed Hypercube networked model. Its computation complexity is $O(T/p + m-1)$, where T is text file of length n characters, and m is the length of the pattern, and p is the number of the processors.
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1. Introduction

Pattern matching diversely used in many Applications of computer sciences and it received much attention over the years due to its importance in various applications such as text processing, Search patterns, information retrieval, computational biology, address lookup, and intrusion detection [3]. All those applications require highly efficient and fast-search algorithm to find all the occurrences of a given pattern in the text. Rapid growth of abundant information makes necessary to have efficient methods for information retrieval. Now a days commercial search engines are totally dynamic and their web indexing is done on a few data centers [6]. It is necessary to come up with scalable indexing, searching and query processing techniques for next generation IRS in the nearest future. The web comprises wide variety of content in the form of unstructured meta data, databases, Google maps, images, Audio/videos and textual documents etc.[3]. The main challenge of present day IRS design is scalability. A recent studies says that the number of servers required by a search engines to keep up with the load in 2013 may be in the order of millions as such the text size is increasing exponentially, tens of billions of pages[3,6]. Hence it is very urgent to develop a truly distributed very large scale systems that enables fast and accurate search over very huge amount of information content [12].

Actually the string matching problem is classified into two major categories, known as Exact and Approximate string matching. The Exact string-matching was Further sub-divided into single String Matching and parallel String Matching. Similarly approximate string matching is divided into K-mismatches problem and K-differences problem [20]. All these problems can be solved by either software-based solutions or Hardware-based solutions. Since software-based solutions are slower and less efficient, hardware-based solutions are highly preferred. This section continues with a brief discussion and classification of all early string matching algorithms was covered.

The Knuth-Morris-Pratt(KMP) algorithm[2] and the Boyer-Moore(BM) algorithm[7] both are more familiar single string matching algorithms. The KMP algorithm gives guaranty that it is independent of text size and linear worst-case execution time in the pattern length, and the worst-case computation complexity is $O(n + m)$; on the other hand, the BM algorithm provides near optimal average case and best-case behavior, and it only needs $O(n / m)$ comparisons in the best case. More than hundreds of algorithms has been proposed based on the KMP or BM algorithm, such as BMH algorithm [24], QS algorithm Rabin-krap, fast search, Bi-kun [20,8] and so on [12]. Based on the critical observation on the characteristics of the “bad character” and “good suffix” in BM algorithm, Cantone and Faro [25] designed a more efficient algorithm called Fast Search. Though it keeps the good characteristics of the BM algorithm, its worst-case computation complexity is still $O(n \times m)$. BI-kun proposed
an improved single string matching algorithm by making some modifications on the algorithm proposed by Cantone and Faro[25]. With those modifications, the good characteristics of the algorithm are still preserved, while the worst-case computation complexity has reduced from $O(n \cdot m)$ to $O(n + m)$.

In this paper we mainly focus on string matching on distributed environment called as hypercube network model using RMI method [10]. Given a pattern length may be smaller or bigger, we wish to count how many times it occurs in the text and its positions of occurrences. For pattern matching we used two distributed algorithms called as integrated algorithm (KMP and Boyer-Moore) and hype algorithm (Boyer Moore string matching on hypercube network). The text file is processed in two ways, one is non-overlapping and second is overlapping text partitioned processing[8]. In both the cases integrated and hype algorithms are applied for string matching and the remote server will be invoked using JAVA RMI method on hypercube networked model to reduce the search time[1,8,10]. Our proposed Algorithm result performances and time complexities are compared with others Algorithms called as BMH, Fast-search, and BI-Kun Algorithms. The performance differences are clearly discussed in the result analysis chapter [20,29]. The proposed algorithm computation complexity is $O(T/p + m-1)$, where $T$ is text file of length $n$ characters, and $m$ is the length of the pattern, and $p$ is the number of the processors. It shows that the search time is inversely proportional to No. of processors.

The paper is organized as follows Chapter II deals with Related work of single and parallel string matching algorithms in both software and hardware approaches, Chapter III deals with text processing techniques. Chapter IV explains about the Distributed Hypercube Network Architecture And Algorithms. Chapter V presents Experimental Setup. Result analysis and discussions were discussed in Chapter VI and Chapter VII is conclusion. Acknowledgements and the References are added at the end.

2. Related Work

In this chapter we discussed the all the algorithms which gives an overview that, how often the algorithms used in achieving the desired information along with its time complexities. String matching can be achieved by designing algorithms in two categories namely, exact string matching algorithms that locates exact match of the pattern in the text string and approximate string matching algorithms that finds closest possible match of pattern in the text with some mismatches. We can address Exact string matching problem in two ways single string Matching and parallel string matching, can be implemented using software based approach or hardware based approach[7]. Software based algorithms are slow in performance compare with hardware based algorithms [16,22]. Hardware based solutions to string matching provides efficient data storage and fast matching.

2.1 Software-based Single String Matching Algorithms:

In 1972, Cook experimented string matching problem using two way push down auto meta and solved pattern matching in $O(m+n)$ time in worst case where $m$ and $n$ are the lengths of text and pattern respectively[5]. In succeeding with Cooks experiments in 1977 Rivest determined that every string matching algorithm must go through at least $n-m+1$ comparisons at worst case. This shows there is no solution of obtaining a sub linear $n$ worst time in solving the issue. Donald Knuth- Voughan Pratt-James H. Morris (1977) basing on modifications of Cook’s theorem came up with a new string matching algorithm popularly known as KMP Algorithm, briefly discussed below[2]. It is the first linear pattern matching algorithm discovered with a run time of $O(m+n)$.

Aho-Corastick Algorithm

Unix fgrep command implementation is based on Aho-Corastick algorithm which locates finite and fixed set of strings in a file and outputs the lines containing at least one of the strings[9]. The time complexity of this operation will be $O(m+n*k)$, where $m$ is the sum of the lengths of the $k$ strings of dictionary $X$ and $n$ is the length of the text $Y$. This indicates the weakness of this approach as the text has to be read for $k$ times.

Boyer Moore Algorithm

Bob Boyer and J.Strother Moore discovered this algorithm in the year 1977 which is known as one of the most familiar algorithms and also stands as a benchmark for string matching process[7]. The algorithm compares pattern within a sliding window over a text string, applying right to left scan of alphabets inside the window where as the window slides from left to right over the text. The goal of this algorithm is to skip certain fragments of text that are not good for comparison. This decision is taken by placing the window in left alignment with text. The algorithm begins to comparing the pattern characters with the text characters in the order of right to left. If ‘m’ being the length of pattern ($x$), the algorithm compares $x_m=y_m$, where ‘y’ symbolizes text. On true result of this comparison the procedure continues with $x_{m+1}=y_{m+1}$ and on the occurrence of false, the algorithm makes two ways out. One is named as bad character shift or occurrence shift and the other is called as good suffix shift or better factor shift or sometimes matching shift. On grounds of these two measures the window makes shifts and locates the
pattern.

**Horspool Algorithm**

Boyer Moore algorithm uses two gauges to know shift distance. Good suffix shift is quite complicate to implement so there was a need of a simplified algorithm using bad character measure[7]. This algorithm is a simplification of Boyer –Moore algorithm based on bad character shift. It has been produced by Nigel Horspool in the year 1980. The reason for this simplification is pattern is not always periodic[29]. The concept used is when a bad character, reason for a mismatch is encountered, the shift decision is made by analyzing the characters towards the right of the text window. Horspool explained this problem in two cases.

Case I: Suppose the bad character does not exist in the pattern then shift the whole window of size pattern.

Case II: There exists two matches of the bad character in the pattern then the rightmost character is preferred.

With KMP and the BM string matching algorithms, lots many algorithms are developed to improve the efficiency of the original algorithms. When the text size is large enough, Horspool[24] suggested using only “bad character” rule shifts when a mismatch occurs. This algorithm is practically faster when the text size is big because it does not need to make a comparison between the “bad character” shift and the “good suffix” shift which is used to shift the pattern when a mismatch occurs. Hundreds of other algorithm variants based on KMP or BM and a fairly complete bibliography are available on the web site [27]. Cantone and Faro [25] discovered that “the Horspool bad character rule leads to larger shift increments than the good suffix rule if and only if a mismatch occurs immediately, while comparing the pattern p with the window”, so they suggested using the “bad character” rule when the mismatch occurred immediately in comparing the text, otherwise, using the “good suffix” rule. If the pattern is periodical, the worst-case computation complexity of BM algorithm is $O(n \times m)$, so are the BMH algorithm, the QS algorithm and the Fast-Search algorithm[29]. Galil [21] proposed an algorithm to improve the worst case running time of the BM algorithm, and he proved the improving BM algorithm is $O(n+m)$ in worst case.

2.2 Software Based Parallel String Matching Algorithms:

The first optimal parallel string matching algorithm was proposed by Galil [21]. On SIMD-CRCW model, this algorithm requires $n / \log n$ processors, and the time complexity is $O(\log n)$; on SIMD-CREW model, it required $n/\log^2 n$ processors and the time complexities is $O(\log^2 n)$. Vishkin [28] improved this algorithm to ensure it is still optimal when the alphabet size is not fixed. In [20], an algorithm used $O(n \times m)$ processors was presented, and the computation time is $O(\log \log n)$. A parallel KMP string matching algorithm on distributed memory machine was proposed by CHEN[26]. The algorithm is efficient and scalable in the distributed memory environment. Its computation complexity is $O(n / p + m)$, and $p$ is the number of the processors. Cantone and Faro [25] designed a more efficient algorithm called Fast Search. Though it keeps the good characteristics of the BM algorithm, its worst-case computation complexity is still $O(n \times m)$. BI-kun proposed an improved single string matching algorithm by making some modifications on the algorithm proposed by Cantone and Faro [25]. With those modifications, the good characteristics of the algorithm are still preserved, while the worst-case computation complexity has reduced from $O(n \times m)$ to $O(n + m)$.

2.3. Hardware Based Single String Matching Algorithms:

**Mishina Algorithm**

*Mishina et al* produced a string matching algorithm for vector processors in the year 1993. This algorithm is used by Hitachi's pipelined vector processor and Integrated vector processor. A vector processor also known as an array processor is a CPU which executes instructions in a single dimensional array of data items[14]. Here Aho-Corasick algorithm is applied to all substrings drawn from the cutout part. This way of applying string matching is ten times faster than the scalar string matching using Aho-Corasick algorithm.

**Sidhu’s et al** proposed a Algorithm for String Matching using Hardware Technology. The algorithm is grounded on non-deterministic finite state machine (NFSM) for regular expression matching[15]. A regular expression is a pattern that matches one or more strings of characters. This approach needs a time of $O(m)$, $m$ symbolize pattern length.

**Tuck** et al. projected few alterations to Aho-Corasick algorithm to lessen the memory needed to storage of malicious strings and also made worst case time better. This compressed data storage is projected to accommodate the data in the cache of commodity processors or on-chip SRAM, abbreviates Static Random Access Memory[13]. Experiments showed that the compression techniques specified above could run in 50 times less amount of database size over by Aho-Corasick algorithm.

2.4 Hardware Based Parallel String-Matching Algorithms:

String Matching based on FM-Index

FM-Index is a full text indexing procedure that combines Burrows-Wheeler Transformation and suffix array to
locate pattern. This technique was given by Paolo Ferragina and Giovanni Manzini in 2000. The benefit of using this approach is FM-Indexing is very space efficient and extremely fast. FM-Index has two pointers namely T and B that initially points at top and end of the suffix array[16]. T and B pointers point to the indices that refer suffix locations where a pattern can occur. The pointer ‘T’ points to a suffix location where there is a possibility of first occurrence of pattern and ‘B’ points to a suffix location where a pattern can occur for the last time. If the index pointed by T is greater than or equal to an index pointed by B then the pattern does not occur in the string.

In 1979, Commentz- Walter brought up a format by concatenating Boyer-Moore algorithm with the above method so that an automaton for opposite set of keywords is build. This worked well for small length pattern string that original Aho-Corasick algorithm, running in a quadratic amount of time in worst case[9]. By adopting preprocessing, it achieved a linear time of \( O(n) \). An identical style of addressing pattern matching was given by Kim and Shawe Taylor in 1992 employing Boyer-Moore-Horspool [7,24]algorithm by Baeza-Yates, 1990. Multiple-String search using shift-add algorithm by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet, in 1989, 1992 presents a flexible numerical access taking \( O \left(\frac{n}{w}\right)*m \) time, \( w \) representing computer word size in bits. If \( m < w \), then text is scanned in a linear time. For searching a text repeatedly to locate occurrences of heterogeneous pattern it is good to construct an auxiliary text index. One of this is presented by Weiner, 1973 or a suffix tree that can be put up in a linear time.

3. Text Processing Techniques

3.1. Overlapping Text Partition

Making text ready to be scanned for string search so that it helps yield reduced search time is text processing. The root lead towards this starts with divide and conquer procedure and dynamic partition techniques intended for parallel processing. For a text of length \( n \) and pattern of length \( m \), and \( n \geq 2m \) cut text into \( n-m+1 \) partitions. The length of each partition equals the length of the pattern, \( m \). To make text partitions overlap, the next successive partition starts from the position \( B_i-|m+1 \) of the current partition/block on the text where \( B_i \) is the length of the current partition[8]. Assign each partition and the pattern string to one of the \( n-m+1 \) processors. Each processor looks for the equality of the partitioned text substring and the pattern using any one of the linear string matching algorithms and returns \( l \) if a match is found and \( 0 \) on mismatch.

3.2. Non-Overlapping Text Partition

Divide and conquer paradigm using non-overlapping partitions is the other way of solving string matching. Non-overlapping text partition results in a drawback of pattern bifurcation among partitioned sub texts; this loses the pattern string continuity. For example for a text string ABCDCDAA, and pattern string CDCD, the non-overlapping text partitions of pattern length would be ABCD, CDAA. The Pattern ‘CDCD’s search in these substrings would result in non-occurrence of pattern string but pattern very much exists[8,10]. To overcome the above problem, instead of slicing text, decompose pattern string into its partitions employing divide and conquer strategy and addressing string matching in multi processor environment.

4. Distributed Hypercube Network

Architecture and Algorithms

Experimental setup required for the above implementation is more processors \( P(at \ least \ four) \) connected with hypercube model on INTERNET of either similar systems or dissimilar systems[1,8,10]. \( P \) processors where \( 0<P<5 \) hypercube model on INTERNET of either similar systems or dissimilar systems[1,8,10]. \( K \) patterns where \( 0<K<4 \) as key factor, before conducting test.

In computer science, a hypercube network is a configuration of multiple parallel processors having distributed memory such that the locations of the processors are analogous to the vertices of a mathematical hypercube and the links correspond to the edges. For an \( n \)-dimensional hypercube, as mentioned above, it has \( 2^n \) processing nodes and \( n*2^{n-1} \) edges coupled in an \( n \)-dimensional cube network. The \( 2^n \) nodes are designated by binary numbers from 0 to \( 2^n-1 \). The nodes are connected by links responsible for intercommunication[8]. The two nodes are connected if the binary numbers assigned to it stand apart by exactly one bit position.

4.1 Message Transmission in Hypercube Network:

Parallel broadcasting \( n \)-dimensional network assumption: For degree \( d \) forwarding, we assume inputs are arranged in \( d \) different input streams as we described in algorithms 2 and 3 [8,10,12].

Let subtext \( i \) represents the ith (from left) input stream of size \( T/p+m-1 \) and let \( m \) be the size of input pattern and \( d \) be the degree of parallelizium.

Procedure Hypercube(myid,input text,input pattern, logP, output)

begin

Node(state)= input //local node.
For \( i=0 \) to \( logP-1 \) // repeat log


P times
    dest = myid XoR 2^i   // determine common server
    send state to dest    // Exchange data
    receive message from dest
    node /state = OP(state, message)
end for
Output = state(input node)
end.

Algorithm 1: In the hypercube communication, the above procedure is executed by each task in a hypercube communication structure, with logP denoting the size of the hypercube (P = 2^logP) and myid is the tasks identified in the range 0...2 * logP-1. XOR denotes an exclusive or operation and OP is the user specified operator used to combine local data with data received from the i-th neighbor in the hypercube.

4.2. String-Matching Algorithms:

The integrated and hype algorithms implements Boyer Moore string matching algorithm in a parallel environment. The input text string is sliced into ‘i’ subtexts such that each text partition holds (n/P)+m-1 text string characters with m-1 text characters overlapping and non-overlapping fashion in each partition, here P refers to the number of processors in the topology, m and n being the lengths of text and pattern string respectively[12]. The number of sub texts obtained after partitioning the text string using the above formula equals the number of processors allotted in the architecture, i.e., i=P, thereby representing the static allocation of the processors. The complete idea behind the working of this procedure can be well understood by the algorithm given below[8].

Hype Algorithm:(Overlapped String Matching on hypercube network)
Begin
Step 1: Inputs : Text file T of size n, pattern p file of size m and No.of processors (P).
Step2: Text file division into ‘i’ No.of subtexts, of size (n/P)+m-1 text characters using m-1 overlapping text characters are stored in a directory.
Step 3: Broadcast these sub text files to each processor in the hyper cube network topology.
Step 4: Each Processor searches the pattern string in the given Sub text file using the Boyer Moore Algorithm and sends back the result.
Step 5: A window of size pattern slides over the text Scanning m elements of text string with the pattern string of length m from right to left.
Step 6: On a successful match of all the pattern characters with the text characters in the window, locate the pattern string and continue matching for the next occurrence skipping m characters of the text.
Step 7: Repeat steps 5.1 to 5.3 till n-m+1 position of the text string.
Step 8: Each processor stores the sub results and sends back to the main program to sum up the obtained results.
End.

Integrated Algorithm:(Non-Overlapping String-Matching)
Algorithm (pattern, text)
Begin
Step1: Divide text string into equal length partitions. For odd length text, fill the empty space with null characters.
Step2: Broadcast subtext and the pattern string to the processors in the network.
Step3: Parallel pattern search, Each of the processor attempts to locate the pattern in the assigned subtext using Boyer Moore Algorithm.
Step4: Form the connector strings Join the first and last m-1 characters of the adjacent partitions giving a new connector string.
Step4: Sequential search Applying Boyer Moore algorithm on the above strings locates the existence of the pattern.
Step5: Sum Up The results generating from multi processing search and the single search is summed up to know the total number of occurrences of the pattern.
End.

5. Time Complexity Analysis

The time complexity of our improved Parallel single string matching algorithm is O(n/p + m), because the text of length n is partitioned and then assigned to each processor before processing by each processor, the length of the assigned text is n/p, and p is the number of the processors, at most 2m−2 characters need to be checked further, so the complexity is O(m). So the total time complexity of the [25] algorithm is O(n/p + m). Practical distributed string-matching algorithm architecture proposed by Bi-kun, the pattern of length m need to be broadcasted to all of the processors[29]. If Binary-tree communications strategy is used, the
communication complexity is $O(m \log P)$ and total time complexity is estimated as $O(m \log P + m)$.

Hype and integrated algorithms on the distributed hypercube networked architecture are implemented and the experiments results are proven that it is truly practical and efficient. Its computation complexity is $O(T/p + m - 1)$, where $T$ is text file of length $n$ characters, and $m$ is the length of the pattern, and $p$ is the number of the processors.

6. Experimental Results and discussions

We have considering one text files for the implementation discussed in the previous chapter such as $f_1$ of size 3 Mb from TREC-05psn datasets. The pattern files are $p_{1,1}$, $p_{2,1}$, $p_{3,1}$ with respect to files$(23, 5, 6 \text{ bytes})$. Here bytes mean number of characters. Time is measured in milli seconds

$$p_{i,j} \text{ represents pattern } i \text{ in file } j$$

Ex : $p_{1,1}$ gives pattern 1 in file 1 ($f_1$), $p_{1,2}$ gives pattern 1 in file 2 ($f_2$)

File 1 The pattern files that are searched in the text file $f_1$ are $p_{1,1}$ of size 23 bytes, $p_{2,1}$ of size 5 bytes, and $p_{3,1}$ of size 6 bytes has to be found using Hype Exact string matching algorithm and Integrated Algorithms.

The program gives the output results in the form of text file along with the instant graphs. The output results text file gives the test parameters like start time, end time and elapse time, along with the time taken for reading the text file and broad costing(communication) timings of sub text files. It also gives other kinds of output parameters called as position of the pattern occurrences and size. The figure 2 and 4 in tables we shown only the elapse time and average time of the processors involved in milliseconds, along with the no.of times the pattern is occurred. Actual test is conducted separately for single processor, two processors, three processors and four processors. Every time, while the test is conducted the program gives elapse time for each processor separately. Therefore the average time is calculated from output result based on the maximum time taken by the individual processor among the processors involved for the particular test. The table shows that for each pattern, as the No. of processors increases the time reduces and accuracy Increases. The graph's shows that the search time taken by single processor is more when compared with multiple processors. It is also observed that as the pattern size increases the search time decreases further. For bigger pattern sizes string matching is more easier for Boyer moore algorithm because of less number of mismatches.

6.1 Hype Algorithm Results:

Table 1: Hype Algorithm’s Results are Tabulated.

Table 1 shows the output results of file 1 of 2 MB, for three patterns of different sizes $P_1$ (23 bytes), $P_2$ (5 bytes) and $P_3$ (6 bytes). The table gives the understanding that the algorithm takes less time when number of processors increase and the time also varies with the pattern size. It is evident that, if pattern size increases and also No.of occurrences increases then the computing time reduces for given text file. The table gives the reading that the size of the pattern is proportional to the elapse time. In general it can be concluded that the results are effective when number of processors increases. The table also shows the communication time and pattern sizes.

The variation in timings for three search patterns are compared with the help of combined graph constructed using on line graph method shown above. In the above graph with the processors on X-axis and time on Y-axis in milliseconds, shows the three patterns in three different lines with different colors and timing mentioned with numerics on graphs. As the number of processors increases each of the pattern’s search time reduced to a better extent. The pattern of bigger sizes(in case of pattern 1) the computing time is very less shown in the above graph. This algorithm works well for any pattern size with respect to No. of processors involved and the performance will be improved further for bigger pattern sizes and also if more no. of processors involved.
6.2 Integrated Algorithms Results:

Table 2: Integrated Algorithm results are tabulated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern Size</th>
<th>Processors up to N no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 (23 bytes)</td>
<td>P1 P2 P3 P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 (5 bytes)</td>
<td>P1 P2 P3 P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 (6 bytes)</td>
<td>P1 P2 P3 P4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the output results of file 1 of 2 MB, for three patterns of different sizes P1 (23 bytes), P2 (5 bytes) and P3 (6 bytes). The table gives the understanding that the algorithm takes less time when number of processors increase and the time also varies with the pattern size. It is evident that, if pattern size increases and also No. of occurrences increases then the computing time reduces for given text file. The table gives the reading that the size of the pattern is proportional to the elapse time. But as the No. of processors increases, it gives the abnormal computing/search timings was observed (increasing and again decreasing).

The variation in timings for three search patterns are compared with the help of combined graph constructed using on line graph method shown above. In the above graph processor mentioned on x-axis computing time mentioned on y-axis in milliseconds. From the graph it is evident that three patterns are behaving abnormally, some times computing time increases as the No. of processors increases and again decreases was observed. Hence in general we can conclude that integrated algorithm performance is not good when compared with hype algorithm. So hype algorithm is excellent for string matching in large text data bases, because it gives smart results and performances.

6.3 Performances Comparison of Five Different Algorithms:

The experimental results presented in this paper which allows comparing of search/computing time of five different algorithms. Fast-search, BMH, Bi-Kun, Integrated and Hype Algorithms implemented in the JAVA programming language using RMI method. For simplicity reasons we experimented on only N= 4 No. of processors and are heterogeneous systems of each configuration is more than 650GB HDD, 6GB RAM and intel processor 2.5Ghz. The length of text is 2 MB and pattern file of size ranges from 2 bytes to 26 bytes and experiment is conducted almost 12 time i.e 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 26 bytes, each time pattern size increasing to 2 bytes. The text file taken from TREC -05psn and each time pattern is selected randomly. The test results shows that the pattern size is small then fast-search and Bi-kun Algorithms are having better performance than BMH. As pattern size increases Bi-kun Algorithm is little better than BMH and fast-search algorithms. But in case of Hype and Integrated Algorithms the performances are improved to the better extent when compared with other three algorithms. The search timings of all five Algorithms are tabulated in the table, and it is evident that The Hype algorithm works well and the performance is almost double when compare with Bi-kun algorithm. It also identified that for bigger pattern sizes the Hype algorithm
gives phenomenal growth in the performance and search time reduces further. In the other hand integrated algorithm gives the non-uniform performance.

Table 3 BMH, Fast Search, BI-KUN Integrated and Hype Algorithms test results are tabulated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Pattern in Blocks (bytes)</th>
<th>BMH Algorithm Computing time</th>
<th>Fast Search Algorithm Computing time</th>
<th>BI-KUN Algorithm Computing time</th>
<th>Integrated Algorithm Computing time</th>
<th>Hype Algorithm Computing time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication Time</td>
<td>4500 ms</td>
<td>3750 ms</td>
<td>1835 ms</td>
<td>1735 ms</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: BMH, Fast Search, BI-KUN Integrated and Hype AlgorithmsShows the variation of time among the processors for give Text File.

Table 3 shows the output results of file2 of 2MB, for 12 patterns of size ranges from 2bytes 26 bytes in increase of multiples of 2bytes each time. In the table the results of five algorithms called as BMH, Fast-search, Bi-Kun and integrated & Hype algorithms are tabulated. The table gives comparison of five different algorithms and we can understand how the algorithms are behaving with different pattern sizes for given text file. It is evident that the pattern size increases the search time reduces for given text file was observed and it is also identified search/computing time is always inversely proportional to No. of processors involved. From the table we can easily conclude that the HYPE Algorithm exhibits the highest performance.

This graphs is constructed on line by feeding the results from the above table. The variation in time for twelve search patterns are compared with help of combined graphs constructed using online graph method shown above. It is evident that the pattern of size 2 bytes and for text file of size 2MB and No.of processor involved is four then, the BMH takes the 100 ms, Fast-search takes 45 ms, Bi-kun takes 42 ms, where as our own algorithms takes very less time when compare with other three algorithms, integrated algorithm takes 25 ms and Hype algorithm takes 16 ms. It is identified that, If No.of processors increase the search time reduces further and also it decreases drastically as the pattern size increases. Hence our experimental results give excellent out puts and we also conducted more experiments but, results are not presented due space problem, and it is discussed theoretically. From the table we can easily conclude that the HYPE Algorithm exhibits the highest performance.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented Hype and Integrated Algorithms on multi-processors in parallel environment called as hypercube network. And also we compared the performances of above algorithms with a practical distributed string matching algorithm developed by Bi-kun, which is suitable and efficient in distributed memory computing environment. We also presented an improved single string matching algorithm based on the Fast-Search algorithm proposed by Cantone and Faro and BMH algorithms. This distributed architecture is also suitable for paralleling the multi pattern string matching algorithms and approximate string matching algorithms. The experimental results shows that our Hype and Integrated Algorithms gives better performance over other Algorithms. This application developed for text documents of size only MB. It may extend to any size Le GB to TB also and any other format like image and video files etc.
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